Abstract-This paper presents vector quantization (VQ) techniques in the context of multiple-antenna systems with finite-rate feedback. For M S O systems, we introduce a new design criterion and develop the corresponding iterative design algorithm for quantization of the beamforming vector. For complexity-limited systems, tree-struclured V Q is also examined and compared with the full-search V Q method. The method is extended to MIMO channels by employing a parameterization method that exploits the orthonormality in the spatial information matrix and using the MISO approach in a sequential manner. The parameterization method can also be used to develop an effective low-complexity scheme to deal with quantization of time-varying channels. Also briefly discussed is a matrix quantization method for feeding back the beamforming matrix in MIMO spatial multiplexing systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, multiple-antenna communication systems have been studied intensively because of the potential improvements in data transmission rates and/or link reliability. The performance achievable using multiple antennas depends on the nature of channel state information (CSI) available at the transmitter and at the receiver. We assume perfect CSI at the receiver and focus on the CSI at the transmitter (CSIT), When the transmitter has perfect CSIT, a higher capacity link can be achieved in the single user case, and there are other benefits such as lower complexity receivers and better system throughput in a multiuser environment. However, the assumption that the transmitter has perfect knowledge of the multi-dimensional channel is unrealistic as in many practical systems the channel in farmation is provided to the transmitter through a finite-rate feedback channel. In this paper, we focus on the quantization of multipleantenna channel information with a finite number of bits. Our work is along these lines of inquiry and attempts to further the design methodology and analytical understanding of quantized beamforming systems. 
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We use the following notations. At indicates the conjugate transpose of matrix A. The inner product between two vectors is defined as (%,'U) = U~' U aFd the 2-norm of vector ' U is denoted by llzlll = ( U , U ) ' /~. N ( p , E) is the proper complex Gaussian random vector with mean p and covariance E. Uniform distribution over a set S is denoted by U ( S ) . The function log(-) is the natural logarithm.
BEAMFORMING VECTOR QUANTIZATION FOR MISO

CHANNELS
For a MISO channel, the channel information that we want to feed back is a complex unit-nom beamforming vector. We treat the problem as a vector quantization (VQ) problem, a subject that has received much attention in source coding 131.
The often employed mean squared error (MSE) criterion in source coding, though convenient for quantization design, is not very suitable in this context because the more appropriate criteria for communication systems is channel capacity or signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). For effective quantizer design, in this section we propose a new design criterion, namely, maximizing the mean squared weighted inner-prudiict (MSwIP) which is directly related to channel capacity.
A. System Model
We consider a MISO system with t antennas at the transmitter. Assuming flat-fading, the multiple-antenna channel is modeled by the channel vector h E et. That is, the channel input z E U? and the channeI output y E C have the following relationship:
where 11 is the additive white Gaussian noise distributed by #(0,1). 
i? nab per channel use, where it is assumed that s - 
where 6 = Q(h) is the quantized beamforming vector (llOll = 1). The design criterion of (7) is equivalent to minimizing the capacity loss defined in (5). However, unfortunately thc design criterion does not lead to an iterative quantizer design atgorithm with monotonic convergence property', since generally there is no analytical expression for the optimum code vector as a function of a given quantization cell [I] . In order to avoid 'Monotonic convergence means here that an improved design is g u m t e e d at every iteration.
the convergence problem, instead of using the direct form of the capacity loss, we first consider an approximation to the capacity loss. We return to the design based on (7) One of virtues with the MSwIP criterion is that it dues lead to a closed-form VQ design algorithm. The design algorithm is simiIar in nature to the Lloyd algorithm in VQ study which is based on two .conditions: the nearcst neighborhood condition fNNCl and the centroid condition (CC) [3] . The same approach is used here for designing the quantizer.
New Design Algorithm: converges. In practice, a quantizer is designed using a sufficiently large number of training samples (channel renlizations). In that case, the statistical correlation matrix in (12) is replaced with a sample average.
Beamforming Vector Selection (Encoding): For a given codebook C = { C l , . . . , i r~} , the receiver encodes as follows3
3Encoding process in codebmk designing is denoted by &(v) since it only depends on U, while in designing n codebook in (9) the encoding is also dependent on Q, hence, it is denoled by Q(h).
By the encoding scheme, the unit-norm hypersphere St = {U E U? : I(uI 
The encoding scheme (13) can be restated simply as "(U) = 6, if 21 E R,.
C. Two Reluted Design Methods
The MSwIP design method is genera1 and can be applied even for spatially correlated channels. It should be pointed out that, with the MSwIP criterion, generally the quantizer is optimized for a particular SNR (or PT). As a result, wc may need more than one codebooks especially if the system has multiple opcrating SNR poinu! Therefore, it would be interesting to find other design methods that do not depend on Pr.
As the SNR increases (PT + proposed and studied by Narula et, al. [I] . Note that the design objective also can be said to be maximizing the expected received SNR.
it should be pointed out that when the channel has Lid. 'The method can be readily adapted to variability in SNR.
D. VQ Design Method based on Maximizing Capacie
We now consider a VQ design method that is targeted to maximizing the average mutual information, i.e., the criterion in (7).
Design Algorithm: where dp,] is the solution after the nlh iteration and 6pl is the initial choice. The iteration (19) is terminated if the design objective converges or decreases compared with the previous iteration (note that monotonic convergence is not guaranteed).
The codebook obtained through the MSwIP method was used as the initial code points for the above VQ design algorithm that is based on mutual information objective. The results show that the improvement from the additional step is almost negligible, and suggests that the MSwIP design method provides almost optimal codebooks also in the sense of maximizing the average mutual information. We are also interested in quantifying the effect of quantization of beamforming vector with a finite number of bits on the channel capacity. In [5], we analyzed the performance for the MISO channel with i.i,d. entries using a simple quantization-cell approximation for tractable analysis. The analytical framework is fairly general and we were able to obtain results for various performance measures including the capacity loss, the outage probabihty and the symbol error probability.
E. Design Examples and Tree-Structured
It is well-known that using VQ is the optimal way in rcpresenling a signal vector, However, the computational complexity can be high as searching the best code vector from the codebook is proportional to the number of code vectors. On the other hand, the VQ framework is quite rich and provides for a variety of tradeoffs. For complexity-limited systems, we can consider various suboptimal VQ methods that have been already studied for source coding [?I. Treestructured VQ (TSVQ) is one effective technique for reducing the search complexity (but with more storage). For a TSVQ of q-ary tree with d stages (codebook size N = qd), the total search complexity is proportional to qd rather than qd in the ordinary full-search VQ. Fig. 2 shows the performance of a binary TSVQ ( q 2) for beamforming-vector feedback of MISO channels (t = 2,3,4) . Same design procedure as in [3, Sec. 12.41 was employed except that in each stage our MSwIP VQ design method was used. From simulation results. we can see that there is some performance degradation compared with the full-search VQ. For example, when t = 4 and B = 7 the performance loss is about I bit.
BEAMFORM~NG MATRtX.QUANT1ZATION FOR MIMO
CHANNELS -A general MIMO channel has multiple orthonormal vectors as channel spatial information for quantization. We briefly discuss ways of extending the MISO methods to the MUlO context.
A. Sysiem Model
We consider a MIMO system with t transmit and r receive antennas. Now the channel is modeled by the channel matrix H E C T X t .
That is, the channel input LC E Ct and the channel output y f C r have the following relationship:
where 71 is the additive white Gaussian noise vector distributed by #(O, IT). We denote the rank of H by 711. And, the singular value decomposition (SVD) of N is given by H = U H C H V~,
where UH E P X T 
Sequential Vector Quaantizarion
Here, we summarize the key results that lead to the proposed quantization method along with the method itself. For more details, refer to [6] . Fori = 1,. . . , n, the unit-norm vector qi is quantized using a codebook Ci that is designed for random unit-norm vector in with the MSIP criterion.
The basic idea of the sequential quantization method is to quantize unit-norm vectors { q i } independently using a set of codebooks {C%}. The codebook Ci is designed for random unit-norm vector in with the MSIP criterion. The independence of the unit-norm vectors {qa} indicates that the overall loss i s minimal compared to joint quantization of qi.
The multiple spatial channels in MTMO channels have different contributions to the channel capacity because each spatial channel has a different channel gain. This also has to be taken into account while designing a quantizer, leading to a problem of bit allocation.
C. Matrix Quantizutian Mediud
In feeding back the beamforming matrix, a more efficient approach is to jointly quantize the multiple beamforming vectors. We can extend the idea and the methodology of the MSwIP VQ design method (for MIS0 systems) to the problem of transmit beamforming for MIMO spatial multiplexing (SM) systems extracted from the spatial information matrix by exploiting the orthonormality in the spatial information matrix. In slowly time-varying channels, the parameters are also found to be smoothly changing aver time. This observation motivated a simple feedback scheme: Each parameter is independently quantized using a simple adaptive delta modulation. The results show that the proposed feedback scheme has a channel tracking feature and achieves a capacity very close to the perfect feedback case at a reasonable feedback rate.
IV. SUMMARY
W e introduced several new vector quantization techniques for feeding backing multiple-antenna channel information through a finite-rate feedback channel. For MISO systems, we proposed a new design chterion, namely, maximizing mean squared weighted inner-product (MSwIP), and developed a Lloyd-type quantizer design algorithm. With the MSwIP quantizer design method, we can design the optimum beamforming codebook for arbitrajr number of transmit antennas and quantization bits, and for any spatial correlation structure in channel. Then ways to extend the methodology for quantization in the context of MIMO'channels were discussed. For this purpose, transformation of an orthonormal-column matrix to a set of unit-nom vectors with different dimensions is useful. The unit-norm vectors are then quantized independently using codebooks designed using the MSwIP criterion. We also briefly discussed a joint quantization method for multiple beamforming vectors in MIMO spatial multipIexing systems, and a simple and practical feedback method for slowly timevarying multiple-antenna channels. 
